[equinonez19] wrote:  
Many things. First, I was wondering after a person has completed the Magnum Opus, can s/he detach themselves from their bodies and go into another body.... something like a permanent possession thing..... Second, Is it possible to detach your soul permanently??  
All professional help is greatly needed. This is from an inexperienced brother of Satan.  
HAIL FATHER SATAN!

The soul has many levels and what you say can under some conditions be accomplished, but in others it cannot. Someone who has done the Magnum Opus has completely changed their DNA as well as Soul and body are one entity and not separate anymore. The separated Soul and body is actually xian thinking. They work as one device. Now, one part of the Soul is the part with which we reincarnate and this is where our individual Soul ID and personality is. This is the essence of the Soul that determines what we are and this is the part Satan reincarnates during lifetimes, so we can achieve Godhead. As to never leave our body again for one, because one forgets what they have learned in the conscious level when they are born again. Though, these memories stay intact on this part of the Soul that reincarnates during lifetimes, as does our spiritual progress. Hope this clears it up. There is simply far more to it, so do not dilute yourself and your mental energy to these things if there is no purpose, but rather work on achieving perfection in this lifetime and strive to become immortal.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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